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Lukashenko, right, accompanied by a bodyguard, attending the annual Minsk Ski Track competition
Saturday. Andrei Stasevich

MINSK — Belarussian President Alexander Lukashenko urged the government and Central
Bank on Friday to tighten control over flows of foreign currency, saying it would ease pressure
on the Belarussian ruble.

The former Soviet republic's currency has come under pressure after the

government boosted spending and lending last year in the run-up to the

presidential election in which Lukashenko secured his fourth term in office.

"We are too relaxed about the way foreign currency revenues are used," he told a government
meeting, according to the state news agency BelTA.

"A few hundred or a few dozen key companies are bringing foreign currency into the country
and the prime minister and the Central Bank chairman, guided by strange free market
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theories, are handing out this currency left and right. Anyone can go to the exchange and buy
as much as he wants."

The Belarussian Central Bank's reserves shrank by more than 600 million in 2010 and by $650
million last month alone. The reserves stood at $4.3 billion at the end of January.

Belarus' current account deficit reached 16 percent of gross domestic product last year,
according to IMF estimates, and is unlikely to decrease significantly this year.

The IMF has advised Belarus to tighten its monetary policy to reduce the current account gap.
But the Central Bank has since said it saw no need to raise rates.

Instead, Belarus increased forex trading fees 200 times last month. Lukashenko called Friday
for further tightening but provided no details.

"Order must be restored here. … We will have no problems with the exchange rate then," he
said.

The Central Bank has said the ruble exchange rate this year will not rise or fall more than 8
percent against a basket of three currencies: the dollar, the euro and the Russian ruble.

The basket's base rate for this year is 1,054.68 rubles to basket.

In January, the Belarussian ruble fell 2.6 percent against the basket. It traded at 3,020 rubles
per dollar Friday, while the rate against the basket was 1,095.17 rubles.

Several ex-Soviet republics, such as Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, have in the past restricted
or continue to restrict forex trading to ease the pressure on Central Bank reserves and exert
tighter control over the economy.

This led to the emergence of two separate exchange rates: the official rate, at which only a few
chosen players could buy foreign currency, and the "black market" rate used by everyone else.
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